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TCB Marches to Protest
Incidents, Atmosphere
The festive decoration of Constitution Plaza in downtown Hartford
signals the start of the Holiday Season photo bv Cathy Rocca
Search Narrows
By Steven Elmendorf
The Dean of Faculty Search
Committee has completed its
initial screening of candidates and
has invited two candidates back to
campus for a second set of in-
terviews. The two invited back are
Andrew DeRocco (Professor of
Molecular Physics at the Institute
of Physical Science and
Technology of the University of
Maryland) and Elizabeth Tidball
(Professor of Physiology, George
Washington University).
Professor DeRocco was here on
Thursday, and Professor Tidball
will be on campus today.
According to President Lockwood
the main purpose of the second
visit is to allow the candidates and
certain members of the College
time to explore matters discussed
in the initial set of interviews.
Lockwood said that he is
hopeful that the search will be
completed by end of the month.
The candidate chosen by the
committee must be approved by
Lockwood and then submitted to
the Board of Trustees, who will
meet in January.
by Andrew Walsh
Twenty three members of the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks staged a
sudden protest march and press
conference Wednesday to- protest
several racial incidents which they
say have occurred over the course
of the semester and to accuse the
College of dealing hypocritically
with the issue of the presence of
minorities on campus.
The march was organized as a
reaction to recent incidents inr
eluding verbal or physical abuse of
black students, leaders said.
The two major incidents
consisted of a fight between a black
and white student in Mather which
apparently developed out of a
disagreement at Ferris Athletic
Center, and a snowball fight
outside Jones Dormitory during
which a black student was hit in the
eye (with a snowball) and then
"subjected to racial insults"
according to a TCB statement.
Dean of Students, David Winer
said that both of the incidents were
still under investigation by his
office.
The march, which was the
result of mounting shock and
frustration in the black community,
one observer said, began at about
3:45. The marchers, carrying
placards which protested racism
expressed their impatience with the
situation at the College, an-
nounced a press conference in
Wean Lounge, left Vernon Street
and marched onto campus. They
passed through the offices of
Williams and Downes Memorial in
silent single file. The march
continued down the Long Walk,
into the Library, and progressed
through most of the office and
classroom buildings.
By 4:30p.m. a stream of curious
Curriculum Views Surveyed
by Alice O'Connor
This is the last in a four part series
of articles dealing with the issue of
curriculum here and across the
nation.
The third part of this, series,
which appeared last week, indi-
cated that many faculty members
are ambivalent about Trinity's
open curriculum. Their specific
reasons for liking or disliking the
curriculum lead professors to var-
ious conclusions about what alter-
native—if any—the College should
implement to improve the educa-
tion it offers.
Some fee! that the free-elective
system causes problems only for a
small percentage of students.
Those who over-specialize repre-
sent a few who abuse the system;
but, as Dean Nye said, "any
system is subject to sorne abuse."
A frequent comment from support-
ers of the open curriculum indi-
cates their impression that many
students do distribute their
courses. Thus, the institution of
requirements would prevent the
few from misusing the system, but
more importantly would deprive
the many who benefit from the
curriculum's freedom.
Professors Frank Kirkpatrick,
Dr. Kuyk, and George Doten feel
that student and faculty attitudes
toward advising are the key to
making the present curriculum
work. Kirkpatrick, recognizing that
Trinity graduates should have
"some knowledge of the natural
world, history, some sort of aware-
ness of values, an awareness of our
heritage, and an understanding of
the multiplicity of cultures and
civilizations," feels that through
ad ing, this education belief is
coupled with the equally important
principle of freedom of choice in
the open curriculum. The open
curriculum, is strong, according to
Kuyk, when good advising makes it
live up to its full potential. Doten
adds that the curriculum encour-
ages student-facutly interaction,
and requires student input to
departmental offerings. Kirk-
patrick, Kuyk, and Doten would all
like to see the curriculum remain
unchanged.
Professor Borden Painter
agrees in saying that the free-
elective system "may just be
coming into its own." He also
feels, though, that a "fresh look"
should be given to aspects of it,
notably the freshman seminar
program. Not overall change, but a
"restatement of goals" is called
for, according to Painter.
Educational reform within the
auspices of the open curriculum is
to some professors a way of solving
any problems it may create. "If
there are very compelling reasons
for requirements ," says Bud
Schultz, "students can understand
for themselves the implicit import-
ance of this." And advisors play a
major role in convincing students of
the need to take a certain range of
courses, Schultz believes.
To Dave Robbins, instituting
requirements to insure that stu-
dents distribute "is not a good
idea, and advising is a way of
getting around that." Robbins
points to-the success of the Math
Department's encouragement of
freshman seminar advisers to have
their students take introductory
math courses. "It worked well,"
says Robbins, adding that this kind
of encouragement should occur
more frequently.
cont. on page 2
students, faculty, administrators,
and press people began to fill Wean
Lounge.
The marchers filed through
Mather in several loops, entering
Wean Lounge for the last time at
about 4:50. The marchers quietly
arranged themselves across the
south end of the lounge, holding
their placards for the audience to
see. After a few minutes Taiwo
Inman, a senior, stepped forward
and read a statement (printed in
full on Page 5) written by the
group.
The statement challenged the
College to react to the group's
charge, asking, "which way will
racism go at Trinity College?"
The statement protested recent
racist incidents, stating, "We will
not go to school in fear, and
shouldn't have to go in anger. The
fear, anger, and general
dissatisfaction will continue to
persist until this college comes to
grips with the most fundamental
problem of modern American
society—discrimination based
upon the color of one's skin."
The statement went on to
protest that the College has been
guilty of hypocrisy—claiming to be
interested in increasing the
minority presence while watching
black student enrollment drop 40
percent in four years, by making
only small gains in minority faculty
and administration staffing, and by
making almost no progress in
hiring minority support staff
members.
The statement closed with the
promise that TCB would monitor
the response of the College
community, asking "Will there be
peace and progress or turmoil,
ignorance, and racism? Your
actions will determine our reaction
for we will not stand by and watch
the situation deteriorate further."
In addition, the group
demanded that those guilty of
racist attacks be disciplined, that
the College community act to
improve general conditions for
minority students, and that the
College act quickly to bring itself
in line with Feneral affirmative
action guidelines.
Ra re Libra ry Books
Found in NY
By Michael Preston & Dick Dahling
A valuable 20 volume set of
books, missing from the Trinity
College library's collections for
five or six yerrs, has turned up at a
New York book dealer, reported a
Philadelphia Inquirer article of
November 26.. The leatherbound
set, "The American Indian" by
Edward Curtis, valued at around
$20,000 was removed from the
library in a sophisticated and well-
executed theft, said librarian Ralph
Emerick.
. " I t was obviously a
professional job" said Emerick,
who noted that the books were
taken before the library installed its
magnetic security system. The yet
unapprehended thieves effectively
covered their tracks, removing
even the catalogue cards for the
books.
Emerick stated that he was not
aware that the books were missing
until 1974 when he was contacted
by the New York City Police who
had just recovered a related
portofolio of Curtis photo plates
which had been shelved with the
volumes.
Since the theft of the Curtis
volumes, Emerick and his staff
have swept the- library's open
shelves for any notably valuable
items, placing them in storage. In
addition, Emerick said that the
remainder of the libray's 600,000
volumes are now being sensitized
to trigger a theft detection system,
installed in 1975.
Trinity's Curtis volumes were
slated for auction at Phillips' (A
prominent New York book dealer)
last spring, when a young dealer
discovered that they were stolen
property, reports the Inquirer.
Another set was quickly sub-
stituted at the auction and sold for
$21,000.
The Inquirer detailed a recent
surge in popularity of the works of
Edward Curtis, paralleled by
skyrocketing prices for his original
volumes and plates. In 1972, a
complete set of the 20 volumes and
20 portofoltos of plates sold at
Swan Galleries in New York for
$20,000. A similar set sold in 1977
for 160,500. Individual portfoliosof
plates have sold recently for as
much as $3,100. Prints of Curtis'
plates sold quickly at a print sale
held at Trinity in October,
Edward Sheriff Curtis
produced 272 numbered sets of
glass photo plates between 1907 and
1930 chronicling'the last remnants
of American Indian culture, Curtis
died in obscurity in 1952. Not until
the early 1970's did Curtis' works
begin to command public attention
and ponderous prices, reports the
Inquirer.
TRIPOD
The harried Tripod staff has
jeopardized its collective
academic career in order to
fulfill advertising contracts and
produce accustomed reading
matter for the masses, This brief
effort is the last issue of
Christmas Term 1978.
Publication of the Tripod will
resume on Tuesday, January 23,
1978, The Tripod extends to its
readers greetings for the Festive
Season and wishes the besi of
luck to students presently
undergoing trial by fire.
Pfcge 2, The Trinity Tripod, December 18/1978
Curriculum Revision - No Definitive Answers
cont. from page 1
Though there may be difficulties with avoiding the
pitfalls of specialization or confusion in the open
curriculum, its supporters value what they see as the
freedom it offers students, the emphasis it puts upon
faculty-student relations, and the opportunity it provides
for experimentation with course offerings. Installing
requirements, they feel, would be to obscure the greatest
assets of Trinity's present offerings.
Professors Harvey Picker and Edward Bobko see
Trinity's educational problems as stemming not from the
curriculum but from student attitudes. "The looseness in
the curriculum abets the looseness in attitudes," says
Picker, "but it doesn't cause it." He feels that the
combination of no general requirements and of the ease
with which a student can "shop around" for comfort in
courses in the first three weeks of a semester exacerbates
the general lack of motivation and reluctance to take
demanding courses amongst Trinty students. And Picker
feels that although general curricular requirements
might help to solve the problems, their introduction will
not eradicate it.
Bobko thinks *hat some students enroll in courses
"for the wrong "reasons." Not because they are
interested in studying the subjects offered, but to meet
the demands imposed on them from, for instance,
graduate schools, students feel they should enter certain
courses. Specific curricular requirements, he feels, may
• add to this problem. And advising is the key to reversing
it, for it can "help students enter courses with the right
attitude."
Equally aware of the problem of over-specialization,
Bobko feels that a viable solution could be instituted that
would be compatible with the freedom of the open
curriculum. This is the idea of the major-minor
requirement. Obliging students to take a series of related
courses outside the field of their majors, this
requirement allows students to form their "minors"
themselves. Bobko feels that the major-minor alternative
would rest, as does the open curriculum, on the principle
of "mutual agreement between students and advisers."
Other faculty members are convinced that Trinity's
open curriculum has brought more problems than assets
to the College's educational offerings. From a
departmental as well as from a college-wide point of
view, these professors have in the classroom and in
advising felt that something is lacking—whether it is
breadth, a commonality, or coherence—in the education
Trinity studesnts are now offered.
According to Department Chairman Donald Hook,
the Modern Languages faculty is a bastion of support for
An Alternative
Proposed to the Curriculum Committee in May, 1977
the "sequences" scheme attempted to help incoming
freshmen who were "victims of the inadequacies
inherent in the current Trinity curriculum."
Formulated in two parts, the proposal was primarily
designed for the incoming student uncontmitted to a
major area, A number of optional sequences, consisting
of related courses from various disciplines, would be
made available to freshmen as ways of putting some
structure into their first two years here.
The proposed scheme was to exist apart front the
departmental structure and was divided into two
categories: generic and temporal. All told, ap-
proximately 10-20 different sequences would be offered,
each1 including from 6-8 courses for the freshmen and
sophomore years.
A variety of disciplines were to be included in the
approach of each sequence. The plan did not entail the
creation of any new courses, attempting instead to allow
the student to make the connections between these
interrelated courses himself,
The porposal was never precisely delineated, as the
curriculum committee did not submit a report about the
proposal.
Under the "generic" category, four types of
sequences would be offered, "American Culture and
Civilization" would include one sequence set up for "a
concentrated study of minorities in America and their
influence on America, " and two more traditional
studies, "Literary Traditions and "Western Thought"
would include three sequences. "General Science"
would have three offerings examining among other
things linguistic science, philosophic logic, and
philosophy ol science. And the fourth type of generic
offering, "Non-Western Tradition", would offer two
sequences, one in African and one in Oriental studies.
Under the category "temporal" other sequences
would "study...defined periods in which linguistic, social,
historical, philosophical, religious, economic and
scientific factors may be seen to interrelate." Three
sequences, "Ancient Times through Medieval to
Renaissance," "Industrial Times," and "Contemporary
Times," were to be offered.
The proposal also advised that the student who has a
major in mind, particularly one in which a large number
of prerequisites are called for, the departments should
take,the responsibility of telling the student what courses
I^Mdcihe requirements for the major to elect so the he
':•***?•'d«ft\e.,th© broadest educational benefits from the
liberal arts cufcpieitfuin that Trinity offers."
distribution requirements. "Too often, students select
courses as they would select food items in a supermarket;
they only take what they like," says Hook. The open
curriculum and the advising system have not worked well
enough, he feels, to give Trinity students, who are
academically motivated, the product they need.
In addition, Hook emphasizes that when the open
curriculum was instituted, enrollment in language
courses declined considerably. Ever since, it has been
difficult for him to judge how many students will be takin
language courses each semester. It has therefore been
very hard to staff his department with any sense of
regularity.
More importantly, however, Hook and his depart-
ment feel that students should have some exposure to
many different fields. A language requirement is
necessary, according to Hook, because it provides
students with the practice in communication skills that
they need. A language also gives them a sense of history
and organization through the study of literature and the
methodology used in interpretation. Languages, Hook
believes, have relations to many different fields, which is
why it is necessary to view them in the context of other
disciplines.
What Hook has seen occurring in his own department
leads him to believe that "the development of. the
intellect coupled with the accumulation and synthesis of
knowledge" can be gained only through the institution of
distribution requirements. Students are not now getting
the exposure to many fields that is necessary to a good
general education.
Engineering Department Chairman Sapega also feels
that students tend to be narrow in their course selections,
and that advising cannot guarantee that they will expose
themselves to fields outside of their majokrs. As a
scientist, Sapega is "concerned that more arts people
don't take our courses. Science is an integral part of the
liberal arts, especially today when we live in a
technological age." But while he favors distribution
requirements, Sapega would like to see "a major
groundswell of support'' within the faculty for any such
change before reform is implemented,
The major argument against the distribution
requirement alternative is that it does hot necessarily
meet its goal. Pressured to distribute, students will take
courses in which they have no interest or in which they
feel a minimum amount of work will be required; when
this happens the meaning of the requirement disappears.
According to MichaeljCampo, students now-pursue
courses in which they are specializing or according to
their interests, to the exclusion of others which would
enrich them. Feeling that the student who does not get
exposure to 6-7 major areas is "illiberally educated,"
Campo favors a core as opposed "to a distribution
requirement in the curriculum. "A basic fund of
knowledge that I an • allude to, and through which
students can relate to one another now and later," would
consist, for Campo, of the "major creations of western
civilization," including science, math, humanities,
literature and language, and art. Not only would such a
"core" prepare the student for his major, it would also
prepare him for today's society, in which a "broadly and
deeply'' educated person is of great value.
While in the disciplinary sense Campo is interested
"in the process of deprovincialization" of his students,
Gene Leach is concerned with teaching American
Studies, While Leach is "sympathetic" with the
principle of freedom upon which the open curriculum is
based, he is leaning more and more towards the
institution of some form of requirement.
Leach sees two problems with the open curriculum.
First, Leach feels it would be easier for the American
Studies Program if he could assume a commonality of
knowledge amongst his majors. A "basic humanities
core," one that entailed "a few" of the'36 credits
necessary for graduation, would be helpful, according to
Leach. A second problem is that "especially in a
program" student course choices are "in danger of
becoming excessively disorganized and incoherent...
there is no guarantee that logic and coherence will be
there," when students choose for themselves. From a
"utilitarian" view, Leach sees the importance of
preparing students for a major; and from a more abstract
educational view, he sees the importance of "preparing
them for citizenship" with a "coherent and organic
educatonal experience" built over four years.
The combined goals of preparing a student for the
major and of producing an "educated person" through
the curriculum has lead Ward Curran to believe that a
group of "strongly advisable courses" should be
presented to students in the form of a curricular
"guideline." Some economics majors, according to
Curran, have been lacking in'three areas: math, writing
skils, and history, He also feels that no student should
leave Trinity without having acquired certain analytical
and verbal skills, an awareness of history, and a
knowledge of literature.
Other supporters of some form of ' 'core requirements
note that this sort of curricular change would be good for
the intellectual atmosphere of the College. For Miller
Brown, institution "general education" at Trinity would
be a way of "implementing an attitude" into the
curriculum. Requiring the student to understand what
disciplines outside of his major are all about, and leading
him to make the connections between those disciplines
are essential to "empowering students to understand
enough to ensure their freedom," according to Brown. A
core would give both students and faculty a sense of
participation in an educational experience unique to
Trinity, he believes.
Norman Miller is in favor of core courses for different
reasons. Noting that secondary schools have done a
"very poor job" of educating students, Miller feels that
core courses at the College level would fulfill the purpose
of education neglected at the lower levels: to provide a
situation in which common backgrounds can be formed.
As with the distributional alternative, the "core"
curriculum has its share of opposition. One argument
against the core is that Trinty's faculty could never reach
agreement as to what courses should be included in it.
Another is that it produces courses which are "watered
down" for the purposes of relating to the core. Still a
third is that it would not fulfill its purpose of providing a
commonality of knowledge because different students
get radically different things out of a sjngle course.
Another approach to curricular change is one that
attempts to answer directly what many see as the major
problem of the open curriculum: its lack of "coherence."
Proposed for consideration the curriculum committee in
May 1977, this alternative (outlined in box, below)
involves a series of "sequences" which would be made
available to the incoming student. Making use of courses
already offered in the curriculum, this plan is designed to
help the student map out a logical and interrelated series
of courses to be followed in his freshman and
sophomore years.
Andy Gold favors this approach because he feels that
"most students seem bereft of an idea of why they are
here and they might be willing to grab for an aid" to
ordering their education. Gold finds that this students
have difficulty in making connections between different
courses. The "sequence" offering, by giving students a
focus through which to regard their courses, can help
them to go through the thinking process which results in
a clear idea of what their education is all about, according
to Gold. •
Classics Department Chairman Macro believes that
Trinity can do "what it purports to do" much better with
some structure in the curriculum. There are students
here, says Macro, who are not getting the "maximum
benefit" from the liberal arts education. These are
students who are not asked to think through the steps
involved in taking courses and where a course will lead,
according to Macro.
Macro feels that students have "missed the
opportunities" offered by Trinity because advising alone
cannot provide them with adequate guidance. As a result
of time limitations and heavy advising loads, many
faculty members cannot give their advisees a sense of
what the educational process should entail. A structure
such as the "sequence" alternative proposes would
enable students to "acquire knowledge and enjoy it in a
clean, tight process," according to Macro.
Though when asked some faculty members have
ready solutions to what they see as the problems of the
open curriculum, there is virtually no movement towards
revision within the faculty at present. As indicated by
interviews with department chairmen, this is not because
the faculty overwhelmingly supports the open curricu-
lum.
Concern' with the new dean appointment and
impending cutbacks are cited as reasons for the lack of a
faculty action on the curricululm. And amongst
individual professors, there is the feeling that the official
faculty channels for curricular questions have proven
, ineffective in dealing with larger issues.
There is also feeling that comprehensive revision is a
task to be initiated by the administration. To what extent
this will take place remains to be seen. The Institutional
Priorities Council is currently reviewing the curriculum,
and its findings are to serve in part as a point of
departure for the new Dean of the Faculty, according to
Lcokwood.
Although the lack of faculty consensus on educational
issues is a frequently-cited impediment to reform, the
fact is that the faculty has not been asked to agree on the
basics of education outside of those with political
implications.
Whether it is realistic to expect faculty agreement on
changing the curriculum will remain unclear until either
administrative or faculty committee directives provide an
issue to be acted upon! Discontent with the curriculum is
widespread, but in few cases has it crystallized into
action. Individual proposals, without a group to support,
easily fade.
Next semester will see the beginnings of an
organized move towards, curricular evaluation, if the
hopes of Lockwood and many faculty members are
satisfied. Just what form change—if any—will take is a
question for the future. At least one thing is certain; if
the curriculum is revised, it will notbe done hastily.
Jl!
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Exodus to Europe
Experienced Globetrotters
Give Trinity Neophytes Tips
The Trinity Tripod, December 19,1978, ftoga 3
By Dick Dahling and
Michael Preston
With the approach of a new
terra, it becomes time for several
students to prepare for study away
from Trinity. Students will be
participating in a variety of
programs in several different
countries. As a service to those
going away for the 1979 Trinity
term, as well as for those who may
be considering study abroad, the
Tripod talked to students this week
who have studied in Italy, England,
Austria, and France. Their
reflections, anecdotes, and advice
to those interested in foreign study
follow.
Vienna
Vienna, the city of Beethoven,
Schubert and other leading lights
of western culture, is, by student
accounts, also a city of old folks
and the ominous "Wienerstare".
A number of Trinity students
consistently flock to the city on the
Danube to study at the Institute of
European Studies (IES). All of the
classes at the Institute (except, of
course, German) are conducted in
English, with instructors recruited
from the University of Austria.
Students reported varying
accounts of course difficulty at the
Institute. Francis (Spitty) Dobbin,
'79, who spent last - spring in
Austria, found that the course
material "wasn't all that intense"
and left plenty of time for exploring
the city. Debb'y Meager, also class
of '79, who spent the whole of last
year in Vienna, recalls that the IES
courses were genuinely
"challenging and diversified".
Vienna is an old city with old
' traditions. "The Viennese are very
polite and very formal", said Will
Fornshell who spent a semester
there. "But the Viennese stare"
exclaimed Fornshell.
It seems that if you're planning
to visit Vienna, be prepared to be
stared at. The stare, dubbed the
"Weinerstare" by American wags,
"is not meant to be impolite" said
Meager. "But," she added, "it's
very uncomfortable." Dobbin felt
that the Weinerstare is simply an
expression of the natives' curiosity
toward Americans. And although
Americans may not realize it, they
are very conspicuous, said Forn-
shell.
"The Viennese would never
wear- hiking boots or ski parkas
downtown" said Fornshell. "To
them, ski clothes are for skiing;
hiking boots are for hiking; and
neither is appropriate downtown,"
he said. And, of course, the
traditional US student uniform,
blue jeans, identify and American
like the stars and stripes.
Getting around Vienna can be
expensive, students found. Dobbin
recommends walking—a favorite
Viennese pastime. "The Viennese
walk everywhere" she said. But for
those who can't shake their
American affection for transporta-
tion on wheels, Vienna
offers the Strassenbahn, a street-
level trolley system. Meager and
Fornshell confided that a -little
dishonesty can allow one to ride
the expensive Strassenbahn for
free.
"It's sort of a tradition for
foreigners to gyp the trolley
system" said Meager. Certain of
the trolley cars operate with no
conductor, or Schassner, and are
identified as "Schassner Lassing"
(no conductor). "You just try to
slip on and off without getting
caught" said Fornshell.
Failure to pay for a ride on the
Strassenbahn can bring a sub-
stantial fine if one does get caught,
however, and "it's real hard to talk
you're way out of it when you
don't speak the language too well"
said Fornshell.
Night life in Vienna tends to
keep the pace of an elderly per-
sons' city. "The city closes around
8:00p.m. and most of the bars lock
up around midnight" said Meager,
adding "it's not quite like New
York."
And, of course, there was one
spot that no student missed, said
Dobbin: the American Express
office.
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Paris
apartment. "The rents are
superhigh" said Adams, indicating
that affordable housing is likely to
be found only in not-so-attractive
neighborhoods.
Popular night spots were most
often located in the Latin Quarter.
But in a city so large, students
found that if they were willing to
ride the expensive metro (subway),
few locations were unavailable to
them. Adams found that his
favorite night spot was in the north
of Paris in bars frequented by
separatist Brittanians.
Rome
Paris hosts a number df
American Foreign study programs.
Most Trinity students in Paris study
under the direction of the Institute
of European Studies. Additional
programs from Hamilton College,
New York University and Sweet
Briar College have been enlisted by
Trinity travelers for study in Paris.
The parks, boulevards,
museums and monuments of Paris
rarely escape the romantic af-
fections of Americans. But
students indicated that relations
between Americans and Parisians
are often less than affectionate.
"The French are not big on
Americans" said Laura
McCandless, who spent last semes-
ter at IES there.
McCandless indicated that in
the south and west of France, the
native's are "not quite so rude". She
emphasized, however, that study in
France is an experience not to be
missed. Michael Adams, '79, also
found that the Parisians can be a
bit cold, but he indicated that if
one makes an effort to become
acquainted with a few local natives,
jingoism wears off rather quickly.
In a large cosmopolitan city like
Paris, opportunities for night life
and cultural activity are boundless.
Students indicated that notable
boundaries are naturally presented
by limited budgets, however.
McCandless' terse recommenda-
tion was simply, "bring lots of
money". And with the state of the
dollar in foreign money markets,
the prices will continue to rise.
Adams' solution again em-
phasized a small scale approach..
He indicated that "if you want to
do the place up, it gets really ex-
pensive", but he stressed that
frequenting small local cafes not
only allowed him to thaw icy
national allegiances, but also to
save money.
Living arrangements varied
with tastes and budgets. Most
students lived with families in the
neighborhood of the Institute.
McCandless found that the family
with whom she stayed was "one of
the very few who made you feel at
home." Others faced restrictions on
their nighttime hours and,
naturally, found the local
refrigerator off limits.
Adams decided to take his own
For Nancy Capian, Karen
Schloss, and Scott Claman, the
experience of spending a term .in
Rome at the Barbieri Center was
on the whole very exciting and
rewarding.
Caplah was pleased with the
overall experience, enjoying
equally all the diverse activities
that Rome had to offer. She also
mentioned her spring vacation
which look her to Greece. "The
shopping and food were in-
crediblfc" noted Caplan. She also
mentioned, that travel in Greece
was very inexpensive.
Schloss emphasized the
historical nature of the city. "I
really enjoyed finishing class and
walking outside to see the
Colosseum" mentioned" Schloss.
Similar to C apian's experience,
Schloss enjoyed her spring
vacation in Macedonia where she
visited a friend who is a soldier in
the Greek army.
"Being a Renaissance historian,
I knew a term in Rome would be an
•excellent opportunity" quipped
Claman in a response to a question
concerning his reason for going to
the Barbieri Center last fall. On a
more serious note, Renaissance
area courses and the chance to
study Machiavelli in depth kindled
Claman's desire to study in Rome.
Before mentioning any par-
ticulars, Claman could not stress
enough the need to buy the foreign
travel guide titled "Let's Go
Europe." It gives the names and
locations of sights, lists inexpensive
accommodations, and gives travel
information. He also strongly
suggested the use of the Italian
student travel service which can be
Cont. on P. 6
SGA President Tami Voudouris
photo by Mark Bonadies
SGA Update
Committees Gear Up
By Keith MacAteer
Christmas vacation may be
near for most of Trinity's student
body but the Student Government
Association is still working hard on
the schedule for next year.
According to S.G.A. president,
Tami Voudouris, the S.GA. has
been working on a number of
different ideas which will touch
virtually every student.
The S.G.A. has been in contact
with Tina Dow, Director of
Residential Services, regarding the
use of dorm funds for keg parties.
Ms: Voudouris'relayed that there is
a possibility that the recently in-
stituted policy against this use of
dorm funds may be changed.
A major undertaking of the
S.G.A. is the formation of many
committees to investigate and take
action on various student's
complaints and needs. -A com-
mittee chaired by Jim Dod will be
putting "all hew vending machines
in North Campus, Jarvis, Jones and
New South Campus after
Christmas", said Voudouris. Jim
Pomeroy is in charge of in-
vestigating various aspects of
Mather Hall, including the
possibility of offering a 10-meal
plan Scoti Claman his been
placed in charge of coordinating
van trips into Hartford to Atticus
Bookstore to give students another
option when buying books for
classes. According to Ms.
Voudouris, "early next semester
more laundry machines will be
placed in Cook, Jackson, High Rise
arid possibly Jarvis". David House
is in charge of these arrangements.
Other committees and their
chairmen are: Ferris Athletic
Center—Cathy Anderson, Dorm
Funds—Pam Wilton, Course
Evaluations—Craig Vought,
Recycling at Trinity—Nancy
McCulloch .and Dave Cameron,-
Next Semster Elections—Jim
Pomeroy, ' Graduation Speaker—
All Seniors, Pub Committee—
Scott Claman, Planning Board—
Mike Siraco and John Chandler,
Budget Committee—Bill Egan.
Two forums of major im-
portance to every student are
scheduled for early next semster.
Topics to be discussed are: the
institution of a judiciary com-
mittee and minority; problems.
Tami Voudouris wanted to
stress that the van is available for
use at almost anytime and she
hopes that more students will begin
to use the recycling bin located
ii s' • M nil i n "I
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Conceived by Mllla Riggio's Heroism and Isolation class, the evening included presentations on
medieval armor, poetry, music, and a meal that included a roast pig. Pictured here are Tyler Kolle,
king for the night, Imppu Ekstnim as queen, and David Schwab serving as one of the loval servants of
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Connecticut
Twain House Enchants
By Sarah Jane Nelson
On Fartnington Avenue, about
two blocks from the main road, is
an imposing many-roofed red brick
house. This house used to belong to
Samuel Clemens, more popularly
known as the writer Mark Twain.
Twain built this estate on the
finances of his wife's family, the
Langdons. The house cost $131,000
to build, including the buying of
land. With the greatest of Victorian
hospitality, Twain reserved a
bedroom for his wealthy wife's
mother, Mrs. Langdon.
Twain moved into this house
with his wife Olivia, in 1874. There
he raised three dancing and ap-
parently musical daughters. For a
change of scenery the Twain would
summer in New York state.
Upon a return visit to Hartford,
the eldest daughter, Susie (at
twenty-five years of age) became ill
and died in the house. Her mother
Qivia determined never, after this
occurrence, to set foot in the house
again, "and she didn't " said our
Legislature
Reorganizes
Committees
The Democratic majorities of
both the Connecticut state Senate
and State House of Representatives
recently voted to reorganize the
committee structure of the
legislature, reducing the number of
"bill-raising legislative committees"
from 20 to 16. The committees to be
eliminated when the session begins
on January 3 are; Human Rights
and Opportunities, Elections,
Liquor Control, Public Personnel,
Military Affairs, and Humane
Institutions. The duties performed
by these committees will be
distributed to the remaining panels.
The addition of the new Public
Safety Committee is designed to
ease problems in administering
legalized gambling which have
been the target of much recent
criticism. —
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINGE 1938
PLAN
Educational Center
Or.II Pays Evenlngi ft Weekends
101 Whitney Ave.
' New Haven, cr. 06511
789-1169
800 Silver Lane
.East Hartford, Ct. 061 IS
548-7927
For IrtomatlonAbiiutOtherCeirters
In Halor US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-UB2
theatrical tour-guide, with obvious
satisfaction.
Before building the house.
Twain and worked as a newspaper
reporter in California and Nevada
following the Gold Rush. He had
also been employed by his brother
at his printing press.
Twain appears to have been a
highly prolific writer after moving
into the house Here, he wrote such
works as Tom Sawyer, Life on the
Mississippi, Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court, Huck Finn,
and others. The house itself proved
to be a bizarre concoction of
Victorian and Rococo design.
Heavy wood is everywhere; red,
(his favority color, so we were
informed) and Maroon dominate
the house's color scheme. The
mansion's nineteen rooms are filled
with oriental rugs and a total of
eighteen fireplaces.
The library is one of the most
delightful rooms. The selection of
books features everything from
Irving to McCaulay.
It is adjoined by a little con-
servatory of plants which is filled
with sunshine, and decorated by a
sparkling little fountain and all
species of cacti. Apparently this
room was built as a status symbol.
The plants are changed every
season.
The bannister would have been
ideal for sliding down, had it not
been covered with Christmas vines
of evergreen, and had I not been on
a formal tour.
According to our guide, Mr.
and Mrs. Clemens used to sleep
with their heads facing the
headboard of the bed so that they
might "get their money's worth"
from the Venetian woodwork
depicting flying cherubs. The beds
in this house are extraordinary and
should be seen by all visitors.
The house is full of gadgets and
inventions, new to the time it ws
built. The Mohagony room has an
intercom system to facilitate
communication with the upstairs
butler (who came to wash windows
one day and stayed for seven years)
and the downstairs servants (who
are no longer in residence).
Twain sold the house in 1903,
when his wife's illness forced them
to move to Italy. Shortly after his
wife's death Twain lost a huge sum
of money on his unsuccessful "page
compositor", an attempt at a more
fast working printer. The com-
positor remains in the basement of
the house, a monstrous memorial
tn this brave, but unfortunate
endeavor.
The house has gone through
many uauus since twain sold it and
went to spend the rest of his days at
Stormfield in Connecticut. The
house has served as a boy's school,
a warehouse and a library. It is
now, a museum.
It is a shame that no one lives in
these great homes. Without
inhabitants, these places tend to
die and become art pieces. But,
sentiment aside, it is a
fascinatingly lavish sort of house,
and well worth seeing, if one ap-
proaches the fanciful restoration of
the original with the proper degree
of skepticism.
Christmas evergreens decorate the lavish "Riverboat Rococo'1 interiors of the Twain House parlor.
i photo by Scott M.Leventhal
Bulkeley Offers Extensive
Bilingual Program
by Julie Johnson
This is the third and final article
in a series about the bilingual
education programs in the Hart-
ford public schools.
The first of these articles on
Hartford's Bilingual Education
Program discussed the many
bureaucratic problems . the
program must contend with. The
second article described the
success of the Ann St. elementary
school despite those problems.
•_ This the last article in the series
on biEngual education takes a look
at bilingual education operating oh
the high school level.
At Bulkeley High School,
located on Wethersfield Avenue a
few blocks from Trinity, the
bilingual program is new yet ex-
tensive. The program is one of 27
high school level bilingual
programs operating in the United
States.
The bilingual program began at
Bulkeley High School in 1975 in
response to the needs of a growing
number of newly arrived Puerto
ftican students.
Many of these students lacked
the necessary skills to function on
an equal level with their
classmates.
The Puerto Rican population
now comprises 37% of the student
body. The bilingual program at
Bulkeley serves these students as
well as students from South
America, Portugal, Italy, and
Poland.
Out of the 2000 students
enrolled in Bulkeley High School,
244 students are involved in the
bilingual program. These students
are involved in one of several types
of bilingual education offerings.
The bilingual program at
Bulkeley is composed of five
subunits: The New Arrival Center,
£:##:W:#::::::v:::V^
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Bilingual- Spanish Cluster, E.S.L.
Cluster, Bilingual Italian Cluster
and Bilingual FMR Center. A
number of personnel are assigned
to each of these sub-units.
Students who come to Bulkeley
High School from non-English
speaking countries are tested at the
New Arrival Center for language
dominance. The student's parents
are interviewed to determine the
student's language background and
also to determine the student's post
high school plans.
Individualized programs are
designed for each student
according to his needs. The
students who have sufficient skills
in then- own language and an ability
to speak English may enter the'
bilingual program^ In the bilingual
program the student will be taught
concepts in his native language
while working on the development
of English skills.
Other students may remain at
the New Arrival Center where
intensive work is done to develop
reading and writing skills in the
native language and oral skills in
English. Tests are administered
frequently to determine whether a
student is ready to enter the
bilingual program.
When the bilingual education
program at Bulkeley High School
began, foreign language speaking
students were forced to take
English as a second Language
(E.S.L.) for 4 or 5 periods a day
before they could enter the courses
in the regular curriculum.
"This approach was what the
community wanted," commented
Joseph Prewitt, Vice Principal.
"Fortunately, there are now a
number of people who recognize
that there are more beneficial ways
to teach bilingual education," he
added.
Mr. Prewitt pointed out that the
E.S.L. approach, if combined with
no other courses, could mean that
a student entering E.S.L. classes at
age 16 might be 18 or 19 before he
began taking high school courses in
other subjects besides English.
Now there are alternatives.
Though the school offers E.SL.
classes they are generally in-
tegrated into a student's broader
academic plan. Of these programs
the Spanish Bilingual sub-unit is the
most comprehensive.
Staffed by nine teachers, the
Spanish Bilingual cluster offers a
parallel program with the main-
stream program (the non-bilingual
courses).
Students in this program begin
in the ninth grade by taking a
number of classes (math, science,
regional studies) in Spanish along
with E.S.L. and reading in English.
In the tenth grade students
continue to take E.S.L. and reading
in English while choosing to take
their other classes in Spanish or
English. Puerto Rican culture and
history are introduced along with
U.S. History.
In the eleventh and twelfth
grades students discontinue taking
E.S.L. and may take mainstream
courses in: English. Students may
receive tutoring to help them make
this transition. All students con-
tinue to take Spanish.
According to Mr. Prewitt, this
period of transition has a great
effect on the student's outlook. "It
is not only the time when the
student knows two languages, he
also knows two cultures. It is at this
stage when being an American or
being a Puerto Rican will become
extremely important." ^
The unique feature of this
Spanish Bilingual program is that it
fulfills the graduation requirements
both, for the state of Connecticut
and for Puerto Rico. Since many of
the students return to Puerto Rico,
this is important.
The Italian Bilingual sub-unit is
a transitional program offering 2
years of Bilingual courses before
students must enter mainstream
courses.
The courses offered to students
whose native language is Italian
include Native Italian, World
History, and Math in the ninth
grade, and U.S. History, Italian
Language Arts, and Native ItaEan
in the tenth grade. In addition to
thee courses, the student takes
three periods of E.S.L. a day
accompanied by a transitional
English course in the tenth grade.
At this time the program is
limited to two years and students
must enter mainstream courses in
the eleventh and twelfth grades.
The Bilingual E.M.R. sub-unit
offers the opoortunity to Spanish
speaking students to take high
school courses while at the same
time being exposed to the world of
work.
I
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Editorial
What Is To Be Done?
A small moral earthquake hit Trinity College on
Wednesday afternoon. The protest sponsored by the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks shook the stolid complacency
of most of the College community and underlined a
recurring problem: racism.
The protest, which attracted the active support of
about half of the black population of the campus,
dramatized the fact that after ten years of efforts of
widely varying intensity, Trinity is still not a
comfortable place for members of minority groups.
A series of incidents with racial overtones this
semester have encouraged the growth of a sense of
rage and frustration in the College's black community.
While none of the incidents reached the depths of the
Joke Night incident of 1976, at which hundreds of white
students laughed as other students told appalling racial
"jokes" in the Cave, it is clear that the spirit of that
evening is still with us.
Rather than lashing out in anger, as the members of
TCB might well have, they have chosen to push for
change in a responsible, peaceful, and positive manner,
the points hammered home in Wednesday's press
conference largely ring true. Racism is intolerable. The
College has dragged its feet on issues like the hiring of
minority support staff. Efforts at recruiting a significant
minority population, while not as small as the group's
rhetoric would have them, have been neither sufficient
nor successful.
The toughest problem, as Mr. Inman pointed out
Wednesday, is the general air of indifference to racial
problems in the student body at large. This is not time
for the "average" student to shrug his shoulders, sav.
" I 'm not a racist," and walk away. While the faculty
and administration don't escape blame, the problem, at
present is most severe among students.
Racial incidents and overt forms of personal racism
irreparably shatter the atmosphere of civility and
humanity which should make a place like Trinity go.
Physical assaults on students should not be tolerated.
At minimum, those found guilty of physical aggression
should be placed on probation.
In thev spirit of "action not words" practical
dialogue should begin at once. Students should attend
and participate in the SGA's planned forum on race
relations next semester. Ritual throwing up of hands
and utterances like, "We're doing all we can,"
particularly from faculty and administration sources are
no longer tolerable. The columns of the Tripod are, of
course, open for comment and we promise to heighten
our own sometimes lax sensitivity to issues of human
dignity.
We should seize this opportunity for honest
discussion in the spirit of cooperation or the situation
will assuredly deteriorate further. Things may never be
perfect but they can be a whole lot better.
Over the Transom
So You Want to
Write a Column
By Eric Grevstad
It's astounding. Time is fleeting.
It's the Friday night before my final
exam; this past week I've gone
from the roof of High Rise,
researching a story, to lying on the
floor in Hamlin Hall, after a nasty
slip at the baseball disco. (My date
swept me off my feet.) Now it's 12
hours before the final, which I have
not begun to study for yet, and I'm
writing my last Tripod column of
.the semester. You'd think I could
have planned ahead.
Time runs together at Trinity. I
started here as just another one of
the Wheaton men, watching TV
with the^guys down the hall; today,
they're SGPB co-chairmen,
Theatre Arts stars, and marathon
runners, and I'm a junior English
major, hurtling toward unem-
ploiyment. In 1976, I wrot. bad
poetry for the Review and wan-
dered over to the Tripod, with
a vague idea about writing a book
review column; now, I've written
33 pieces without mentioning a
book, and I wake up working for
Andrew Walsh.
What makes me proudest about
the column this year—and those
who know me will affirm that I
rarely talk about anything else—is
that I've tried to stop telling one-
liners and start telling sentences. I
sat in on an English 100 class this
term that, collectively, produced
40 pages a week; I figured that I
could do at least three for the
Tripod. It hasn't always worked—
I think my record is about 8-5 for
the semester—but I've started to
actually put theses into these
things. Next thing you know, I
might even start writing about
other people.
All this is by the way of en-
couraging you to try it. The Tripod
staff is in the peculiar position of
always trying to find replacements
for itself, and it's non-writers like
you who keep people like me from
our studies. President's Fellows
Andy Walsh and Michael Preston
have taken over the reins for the
spring term, and they have a lot of
good ideas for the paper—which
center, for the most part, around
(a) getting people to write for it and
(b) getting people to read it.
cont. on page 6
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TCB Statement
Whither Racism At Trinity
To Whom It May Concern:
Once again we the blacks at
Trinity College feel the necessity of
posing this question. We must ask
the administrators, faculty and our
fellow students for your answers.
Your answers will dictate the-
nature of race relations here at
Trinity. Very clearly some of your
actions this year imply that racism
is alive and well and will remain so,
but at what cost?
This semester the Black
community has been subjected to""
at least two unprovoked verbal
attacks and one young lady
physically assaulted with a
snowball and then subjected to
racial insults. Even on a more basic
level a certain percentage of, our
fellow white students, generally
show very little respect for Blacks
be they administrators, faculty,
students or what have you. We
want the majority community here
at Trinity to understand that an
attack on one of us is an attack on
all of us, and we will not tolerate
racially motivated action against
us. We demand respect on the basis
of our humanism. It is not that sick
minority of students, who have
blatant racist attitudes toward us,
that we address because they have
already answered the question. It is
the rest of you, the great silent
majority, that we address for in
your silence and in the face of
racist acts by your fellow white
students, your quiet indifference
gives tacit approval! For if you are
not a part of the solution then you
are a part of the problem.
Those blacks before us, who
made untold sacrifices, who were
struggling for the right to have an
education, who were jailer ,
beaten, expelled and murdered so
that future generations could have
opportunities never afforded them,
haven't done so in vain! For we will
not go to school in fear, and
shouldn't have to got to schoo in
anger. The fear, anger and general
dissatisfaction will continue to
persist until htis college comes to
grips with the most fundamental
problem of modern American
Society—discrimination based on
the color of one's skin, To quote
one Black educator:
"It is no exaggeration, however,
to state that if the University the
self-proclaimed repository of
conscience is incapable of
resolving racial conflict, then there
is little hope that the society at
large will be able to do so. If hatred
of Black people is so deeply im-
planted into the psyche of White
Americans that it irrevocably
determines the attitudes of the
educators and educated, then one
can have little hope for the future
of civilization."
We the Black students feel that
as an institution Trinity College has
contributed toward the
manifestation of racism. Trinity is
guilty of hypocrisy of the highest
order. In its rhetoric over the years
there has been a claim of desire to
increase the number of minority
students, yet over the last »ew years
our numbers have decreased by at
least forty percent. There are few
Black faculty and fewer Black
administrrators. There are hardly
any blacks even in those jobs which
have traditionally been available to
blacks (i.e. custodial, secretarial,
food services, etc.)
We ask then thatTrinity
College at least begin to create an
atmosphere that is conducive to
our survival here. At least make it
clear that administratively any
attacks will not be tolerated be
they verbal or physical. We know
this will be difficult for obviously as
and institution Trinity doesn't even
have its own house in order.
We lay our case before you.
Will there be peace and progress or
turmoil, ignorance and racism?
Your actions will determine our
reaction for we will not Stand by
and watch the situation deteriorate
further. Your actions or inactions
clearly will dictate, which way
racism will go at Trinity College.
We demand answers to these
questions:
1. What will Trinity do about
those quilty of racial attacks,
particularly the young guilty of
cont. on page 6
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Music Review
Tuneful Timbrel Celebrates Christmas
By Nick Noble
Last Thursday evening, In
Trinity's Friendship Chapel,
Timbrel gave their traditional
Christmas Celebration of Carols
and Madrigals to a most ap-
preciative audience.
The concert was an enjoyable
one. The ten Timbreiites continue
to impress with their poise, their
musical skills, and their artful
blending of vocal talents.
Still, if one must be critical, it
can be said that the first half of
their show was less than the
second, as it was erratic and
marred by occasional sloppiness.
Still, it had its glowing moments.
The concert opened with a fine
rendition of "Break Forth" from
Bach's Christmas Oratorio. They
continued with Thomas Woelkes'-
"To Shorten Winter's Sadness",
especially impressive in their
handling of the song's dynamics.
Twice in this first set Barbara
Eckman, Lynn Hyatt, and Lisa
Larson formed a trio and gave
WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC will play the following albums in their entirety at 4:00 P.M.
Tuesday, December 18: Christmas special (no album)
Wednesdav. December 19: Crazy Horse, "Crazy Moon"
Thursday, December 20; Golden Earring, "Grab It for a Second"
Friday, December 21: Styx,'' Pieces of Eight''
Albums will continue to be played throughout vacation.
renditions of two 17th century
madrigals. While they were
somewhat alto heavy throughout,
they did commendable work.
"It Was A Lover And His Lass'
was rousingly rendered by the
entire group to the delight of those
assembled. There followed the
Timbrel version of one of the
lovliest songs ever written,
"Barbara Allen". Despite some
initial sloppiness Timbrel managed
to capture some of the haunting
beauty of that Old English love
song. Peter Albritton's solo was
excellent.
The group's version of "Adieu,
Sweet Amaryllis" was both sweet
and sour, but they came up with
three winners in "Nowell, Nowell -
Tidings True", "Carol Of The
Bells", and "OCome All Ye Faith-
ful" to close out the first act on
their program.
"Nowell" was excellently
performed, both the rich fullness
and the clarity of the song captured
perfectly. "Carol Of The Bells" was
beautifully rendered, with an
1
 exquisite ding-dong background.
"O Come" provided a sparkling
capstone to the premier set. The
soprano descant was especially
nice.
The second half of the show
was a complete delight. Following
a fine, • traditional Old English
round, "God Grant Us", Timbrel
came up with two perfectly
blended and dynamically im-
pressive numbers: "Lirum, 'Lirum"
and "Hymnus Angelicus".
They did a tremendous job on
three chorales from Bach's
Christmas Oratorio, and followed
with a zestful rendition of "The
Holly And The Ivy".
"Happy Holidays with Jingle
Bells" was a fabulous and funny
treatment of popular Christmas
tunes, and they closed out the show
with a rousing "Sing We And
Chant It". For an encore they did a
delightful version of the popular
spiritual "Good News".
Timbrel was formed two and a
half years ago by students in-
terested .in madrigal singing, It has
continued to develop its talents and
expand its appeal over the years,
acquiring a polish in recent con-
certs that has added immeasurably
to their success. This year's
Timbreiites are Peter Albritton,
Lynn Hyatt, Marian Davis, An-
thony Shenton, Sarah Allyn, Peter
Smith, Barbara Eckman, Lisa
Larson, Diane Herring, and Tim
Phillips. The group takes its
members from all walks of campus
life, and continue to delight Trinity
audiences with their musicianship
and their showmanship. Their
Spring concert should be worth
checking out.
Travelers Dispense Tips
A holiday festival happens in Hartford on January 6,1979. The San
Juan Center will sponsor the Festival of the Three Kings filled with
traditional Puerto RIcan music, singing and dancing.
Cont. from P. 3
of great assistance in any travel
plans. Students should also pick up
a student identification card in
Italy which will admit them to
museums and other attractions at
no charge, or at least at a reduced
fee.
In 'Rome, Claman feels .that
students without doubt must go to
Tre Scalini and have tartuffo. "It's
the best ice cream in the world"
noted Claman. Any of the open
street restaurants along the Via
Urbana also deserve a visit. As for
sight, Claman mentioned that the
Vatican was worth seeing at least
twice, so make sure you don't see it
until the last week. "Don't miss the
riots by the PSI Socialist party
either," stated Claman.
Britain
For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival
For most Trinity students, study
in England is divided between
programs in London and study at
the University of East Anglia in
Norwich. Both Holly Singer and
Cindy Flanagan spent their 1978
Trinity terms in London and
Norwich, respectively, each en-
joying the experience for many
Reasons.
"I wanted to study in another
country, and was particularly
excited to be going to London, as I
had been there before and loved it"
stated Singer. She felt the Institute
for European Studies (I.E.S.)
program was the best opportunity
available as it offered courses in
political science and European
studies that were related to her
major fields of interest. "The three
day school weeks were also hard to
beat" noted Singer.
Singer also issued some words
of warning: "Basically, London
closes at mignight, so if you want
late night entertainment, you'll
have to provide your own."
Flanagan's study at the
University of East Anglia
developed out of an interest in
studying in a foreign country under
a totally different educational
structure. "English schools place a
great emphasis on a very loosely
structured, individually oriented
program which took some getting
used to "noted Flanagan.
"I really enjoyed meeting all the
people at the University who were
from many different countries"
noted Flanagan. Students from
Greece,.Cyprus, South Africa
.an^ otftqri.^j^oun tries were
represented. **%»>•
Norwich Castle and its museum
are places worth seeing, as well as
the many 13th century pubs in the
city. Trips to the countryside as
well as trips to London also were
mentioned as things to do.
TCB
Statement
Cont. from P. 5
assaulting the young black ladyV
2, What will Trinity do to
improve the general condition of
minority students that are here?
(Actions speak louder than words)
3. What will Trinity do to bring
itself within Federal Affirmative
Action guidelines, given its
obligation to do so in view of its
Tax Free Status?
Sincerely,
Members of the
Trinity C oalition of Blacks
Column Writing
PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
Phone Richard Staron
247-0234 . prop.
Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
Cont. from P. 5
That is what it boils down to.
We like to think the Tripod is not
the journalistic equivalent of
singing in the shower; either way,
at least we like people to join us. A
Connecticut feature is more in-
teresting than the reprint of a
lecture text. This spring, we want
to combine some good, and some
readable, news with some human
interest and commentary; and, if
you're at all humanly interested,
we'd like to hear from you.
Jack Thomas, who does it for
the Boston Globe, has compatred
writing a newspaper column to
taking one's clothes off in public. It
is a good analogy in my case; this is
supposed to be a humor column,
and that would be about the
funniest thing I could do. Failing
that, what I wanted to do when I
Started this column was to get-
people reading the commentary
page, and maybe get people in-
terested in writing for it. The
Tripod has improved a lot in that
direction,-and I'm glad.
As my editors have known for
some time, I will probably not be
writing on a weekly basis this
spring. Cards of thanks maybe sent
to Professors Chatfield and Dando,
but more to the point is that I want
to play around with some other
Tripod ideas while I can; I will
keep up with the column, but I also
want to do some personaltiy and
feature pieces, and you may even
see me on the sports page. 26 in a
row is enough for anybody, but I
have to say that I've emjoyed every
.•week of them.
The fact" that I share this page
with a chicken has just made it an
interesting semester.
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More Sports
More Football Honors
Miller Coach Of The Year
 5 Tiernan Captain-Elect
Don Miller congratulates John Flynn as Flynn receives the 1935
Award as MVP of the 1978 Bantam Football season.
By Nick Noble
Will it ever stop? The flood of
awards and honors heaped upon
Trinity's 1978 7-1 New England
Small College Football Champions
continues, and the end is nowhere
in sight!
Last week UPI named Trinity
Head Coach Don Miller Coach-of-
the-Year for New England, an
honor he has twice received
before, in 1970 and 1974, both for 7-1
teams. Coach Miller took a 3-5
squad in 1977 and turned them into
championship material the
following fall.
UPI also named Trin QB Mike
Foye and Bantam receiver Pat
McNamara as the New England
Sports Scene
From
The Summit
by Nick Noble
Often unacknowledged and unrecognized by the general public,
Trinity's trainers take care of hundred upon hundreds of athletic
woes each season. Bob Slaughter and Leo Hamel direct their stellar
corps of stalwart student trainers; unsung heroes whose efforts
make possible much of Trinity's athletic success.
Slaughter introduced the first student trainer^ to the Trinity
athletic program in the autumn of 1951. Over the year, he notes,
many of his former trainers have gone into medicine. Margy Wideman
Of course those early trainers were men. When Leo Hamel arrived that was still the case, and
Danny Russo was the first under his tutelage. But in the fall of 1973, with co-education at Trinity
already four years old, Hamel asked for volunteers from among the men and none were interested.
So he turned to the women on campus.
Betsy Tyson and Hadley Jones were the first women to work as student trainers at Trinity. Their
novel status was big news at the time. The Hartford Times did a feature on them, and the Wire
Services picked it up.
After Jones and Tyson other women entered the Trinity training sphere. Lois Geist and Beth
Levine both were student trainers. This year there are five full-time student trainers, and three more
apprentices-in-training, including one man.
Senior member of this year's student training battallion has been Margy Wideman. Wideman
ends three and a half years as a Trinity trainer when she departs for Washington, D.C, after
Christmas, to enroll in the Uniformed Health Services Institute there, where she will specialize in
Medical Psychology.
Kathy Paine is another Trinity trainer who plans to make it her full time career. For her, working at
Trinity is on-the-job preparation.
Other Trinity student trainers are Beth Young, Mary Lee Sole, and Sue Vuylsteke (away at
Wheaton this term).
• There are three apprentices-in-training as part of the program. Freshmen Joanna Scott, Melanie
Hines, and Glenn McLellan are learning the ropes, and hope in time to step into the shoes of their
active and essential predecessors.
Glenn McLellan photo by Nick Noble Kathy Paine photo by Nick Noble
Trainer Hamel fee's that the student training program has worked out very well. "It heJps us
provide the athletes with better services. We can do more things and cover more areas, and just as
efficiently." Hamel also feels that it provides the student involved with some genuinetpractipal
experience. "It's educational," he asserts, and for those who wish to pursue some kind of medical or
related career, extremely valuable.
"It's been a rewarding experience," says Margy Wideman. "Working as a trainer is the only
reason why I remained at Trinity this term. It certainly gives you a unique perspective on a football
game. While most people will watch a game and say 'What a good run,' I will say 'There goes another
knee!' I love the work. The experience has been invaluable."
College Division Co-Offensive
Players^f-the-Year. As has been
said countless times before in these
pages, Foye and McNamara
between them set five aerial
records this season on the Summit.
McNamara, the nation's leading
receiver, was named to the
Associated Press' Little All-
America Second Team. The AP
selections include all Division la,
II, and HI teams. McNamara was
previously named to the Kodak
C ollege Division All-America First
Team, encompassing players from
Division II and III .
The team awards were
presented last Tuesday night at fhe
annual football banquet. The Dan
Jessee Blocking Award, for the best
work by an interior lineman, went
to senior Scott Ramsay, who did
stellar work at his left guard
position.
Mike Foye was named Trinity's
Offensive Piayer-of-the-Year, for
his brilliant passing and fine play at
quarterback. Linebacker Joe
Delano was named Defensive
Player-of-the-Year for his excellent
tackling and leadership of the
Bantam defense.
The 1935 Award for Most
Valuable Player was presented to
Trinity Captain John -Flynn, the
team's leading rusher and scorer.
Coach Miller called John Flynn
"the finest team Captain I have
Chock Tiernan
photo by Jon Lester
seen in 23 years of coaching."
Chuck Tiernan was named
Captain-elect for the 1979 Bantams.
Tiernan, despite an injury which
kept him out of the lineup for
almost half the games, was this past
season's sixth leading tackier (tied
with two others at 35.5) with a
handful of pass knockdowns to his
credit.
There are still more awards to
be presented. The EC AC has yet to
name their Division III New
England Coach, Player, and Team -
of-the-Year, and Trinity is in the
running in all three of those
categories. The ultimate update on
the infinite Trinity Football honors
will make its appearance sometime
in late January.
Happy Holidays.
Men's Swimming
coat, from page 8
the 400 Medley and Freestyle
relays. The Breaststroke :s Trin's
one major question mark. John
Chandier (J.C.) and BiU Huffer
have taken over the event but this"
is their first real year of competi-
tion and both are a year away from
developing into solid swimmers.
The Diving will be handled by
Dave Gatenby and Randy
Brainerd.
There is much to wonder about
the upcoming season. Therp is only
one freshman on a team that is
dominated by upperclassmen. The
advantages that can be gotten from
that fact is that everyone is ex-
perienced, the team is close-knit,
and the memory of past losses plays
a big part when a win is near. The
men open their season up at HOME
against Union College Jan. 24, who
they've never lost to. The seasonal
schedule includes a mislwnash of
teams ranging from one of the
weakest teams in New England
(Bryant) to possible Div. JJI
National Champions Tufts, The
season will be an uphill battle all
the way with Trin pegged as the
underdog in seven of the ten meets
scheduled but the leadership of
Coach McPhee might inspire Trin
to pull some big upsets. Aloha.
1979 SPORTS ACTION
Several Trinity athletic contests take place over vacation and
before the next Tripod hits the stands, so herein is provided a
schedule of said events. If you're in their area, drop by and cheer on
the Bantams in action.
Men's Varsity Basketball
vs. Johnson State, Mon. Jan. 8, 3:00, Away.
vs. Concordia, Wed. Jan. 10, 8:00, Away.
vs. McGill University, Thurs. Jan. 11, 8:00, Away.
vs. Mass. Maritime, Sat. Jan. 13, 2:30, Away.
vs. Coast Guard. Sat. Jan. 20, 8:00, HOME.
Varsity Hockey
vs. St. Nicholas Hockey Club, Sat. Jan. 13, 2:00. Away.
vs. Ramapo, Sun. Jan. 14, 7:30, Away.
in the Wesleyan Invitational Tournament, Tues, & Thurs.,
Jan. 16 & 18, in the evening.
vs. New Haven, Sat. Jan. 20, Away.
Women's Varsity Basketball-
vs. Dartmouth, Thurs. Jan. 18, 3:00, HOME
vs. UHart, Sat. Jan. 20, 2:00, HOME.
Women's Varsity Squash-
vs. Dartmouth, Thurs. Jan. 18, 3:00, HOME.
Men's Varsity Squash-
vs. Dartmouth, Fri. Jan. 19, 3:00, HOME
Varsity Wrestllng-
vs. Wesleyan and Rhode Island, Sat. Jan. 20, 1:00, HOME.
Men's JV Basketball-
vs. Coast Guard, Sat. Jan. 20,6:00 HOME.
Men's JV Squash- ,
vs. Dartmouth, Fri. Jan. 19, 6:00, HOME.
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Trinity Fencers Optimistic About Upcoming Winter!
The fencing team's 18-9 opening
victory over C oncord augers a very
bright year abead for fencing at
Trinity during the 1978-79 season.
According to reports from inter-
ested alumni scattered around New
England who have seen the
Bantam's opponents in action this
winter, Trin should be able to
achieve at least an 8-3 record. The
only tough spots on the schedule
are Yale, M.I.T., and Dartmouth,
all of whom have large budgets and
full-time fencing coaches ear-
marked for their fencing programs.
One major problem facing the
fencing team this year is that only
three of-last year's starting nine are
returning. They are Ken Crowe '79,
Kevin Childress '80, and Peter
Pauisen '81. How the fencing team
does this year will depend a great
deal on how well these three
veterans are fencing. But as the
victory over Concord showed, they
will .be ably assisted by Bill Engel,
who is returnig to Trinity after a
year's leave of absence, freshman
Dan Schlenoif, and Mike Gould
who seems to have become
comfortable in his starting spot
after spending last year on the
sidelines.
The fencing team unlike other
sports is divided into three dif-
ferent squads. These three squads
are formed according to weapon. '
They are the sabre, epee, and foil
squads. For the team to win as a
whole, each one of these three
squads must turn in a respectable
enough performance which will
enable the entire fencing team to
win at least 14 of its 27 bouts in a
match.
The last three years of Trinity
fencing have found the sabre squad
dominating the team. For the last
three seasons, they have provided
most of the team's victories and its
leadership. This year finds the
sabre squad as the weakest of the
three squads. Ken Crowe heads the
group and should be able to turn in
the same winning performance he
has every year since he was a fresh-
man. He will be aided by
sophomore Steve Butler, who saw
limited action last year and offers a
great deal of hope for the future.
The third spot on the squad is being
fought for by freshmen Bob Doran,
Dave Felber, and Ted Stick. They
are all enthusiastic fencers who are
hampered by their inexperience as
beginners.
The epee team of Peter
Pauisen, Dan Schlenoff, and Mike
Gould is perhaps the most
balanced of the three squads.
These three fencers should be
more than a match for any other
epee squad they face this season.
Not much more can be said except
that while they do not have a lot of
experience they are capable of
winning at least 5 of their 9 bouts in
every match.
Finally there is the foil squad of
Kevin Childress, Bill Engel, and
John Cryan. Childress and Engel
are improving with each day of
practice and are capable of two or
three victories apeice in each
match. They are solidly supported
by John Cryan, one of the two
seniors on the team, who at times
surprises and thrills his teammates
by putting together some truly
remarkable fencing performances.
The women's team is composed
of Janice Wilkos, Rowena Sum-
mers, Marianne Miller, and Teresa
Payne. While the team will have
problems due to the difficulty of its
schedule, Rowena Summers should
be able to have an outstanding
season in contrast to her last two.
Marianne Miller will be close
behind in the won-lost columns.
Janice Wilkos and Teresa Payne
will both improve as the season
progresses and can look forward to
next year with great expectations.
All in all, when one considers
the fact that the Trinity fencing
team is only a club sport with a
small budget and a part-time
coach, Ralph Spinella, a member
of the 1960 Olympic team, it is
remarkable how well the team
does. In the last three years the
team has finished third twice and
second once in the New England
Intercollegiate fencing cham-
pionships. This year it appears that
the team will have a chance at
walking away with first place
honors.
Women's Squash Set For Season
By Nick Noble
"We're going to do very well,
hopefully," cautiously asserts
Women's Squash Coach Jane
Millspaugh. "Definitely better than
last year," she continues. "Our 10-4
record last year was our worst
ever."
That statement alone
demonstrates the high measure of
success Women's Squash at Trinity
has enjoyed over the years, and the
exalted standards this year's team
will have to keep up. Coach
Millspaugh acknowledges that it
will be a tough propostion. Cackie
Bostwick, the nation's number two
collegiate player two years ago,
cannot play this season because of
a knee injury. Laurie Fergusson,
Wendy Jennings, and Carol Zug
are all going away next term, and
their talents will be missed.
But Millspaugh has a strong
group to work with this year, and
she is optimistic. Returning ver-
(erans include Marion DeWitt, last
year's # 1 and 6th ranked nationally
in intercollegiate squash. Also
returning to the fold after a year in
the wilds of New Hampshire is
Muffy Rogers, H 1 for Dartmouth
last winter and 10th ranked
nationally. Nina McLane (last-
year's # 2), Kim Henning (H 5),
and Mimi Coolidge (tf 6) will be
returning to the Varsity ranks.
Erica Churgin, Debbie Kunhardt,
and Leslie McCuaig'are also back.
Millspaugh is also trying to
develop some depth, as it will be a
most sorely needed factor in the
next two years. So an abundance of
rookies are active in this year's
program. Senior Lauren Glass, who
played at Williams last year, is out
for dear old Trin, along with
sophomores Eileen Kern, Sarah
Carter, and Eugenia Erskine, and
freshmen Beth Mora, Brenda Erie,
A Trinity fencer poised for action/
photo by Suwathin Phiansuhthon
Brickley Player Of The Week j
Trinity Hockey Tri-Captain George Brickley was named Eastern :j:j
College Athletic Conference Forward Of The Week, for his five $j
goals and three assists against Quirinipiac, and for his two tallies, '$.
including the winning marker in the final period, in the Bantam's ?•
4-3 win over Bentley. :$
Brickley, with 8 goals and 9 assists for 17 points is the third Q
leading scorer in ECAC Division III. However, Brickley has only :••.[
played in four games, while the ECAC's two leaders from JJ
Framingham State have played in eight. •:•:
Trinity's Bob Plumb is the fourth leading scorer with 8 goals and :•:•
5 assists for 13 points. v ", $;
Marlon Oe\Mtt [|.l and T^urie Fergussom In the stjua&h courts last
winter.
photo by Jon Lester
and Joanna Pitocchelli. "They all
show promise for the future,"
declares Coach Millspaugh.
Jane ..Millspaugh sees the team
strength as "right at the top.
Marion DeWitt and Muffy Rogers
are two of the best, and they will be
battling it out for that number one
spot all season long. Their
challenge matches ' will make
practices almost as exciting as the
matches themselves." Another
strength is the coaching of assistant
Sue McCarthy. "She's a great slave
driver, and she's helping to work
the team hard, with an emphasis on
conditioning. Hopefully she's
brought her winning ways from
Field Hockey to the Squash Team."
The team's weaknesses: "The
depth is there, but it lacks Varsity
experience, and this could be a
problem." Still, the prospects are
anything but grim.
The schedule is tough this year..
Princeton and Yale are always,
giants, and Williams is never to be,
underestimated. The Bantam
racquet-women open Jan. 18th
against a strong Dartmouth squad
at home. On Feb. 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Trinity battles for the Howe Cup at •
Yale. Yale comes to Trinity on
Feb. 7th, and Williams is home on
Feb. 21st. The Nationals are over
the first weekend- in March at
Wesleyan.
It should be an exciting season:
don't miss itl
NEXT TERM IN TRIPOD SPORTS
For 1979 the Tripod plans
several special sports features, as
well a regular coverage of all
Trinity action. Indoor Track will
make its appearance in Feb., and
the hockey history will be com-
pleted. With this issue Nancy
Lucas assumes the position of
Co-sports Editor and many Sports
Scenes can be expected from her
fluent pen.
:•:•
George Brickley photo by Nick Noble 8
Men's Swimming
Looking Ahead
"I think we're going to surprise
a few people in the league this year.
If any team in any way lets up on us
I think we'll throw them a few
surprises." These are the ob-
servations of Head Swimming
Coach Chet McPhee on the up-
coming 1979 men's varsity swim-
ming season. Coach McPhee is
starting his first year as men's
swimming Coach and he hopes that
he can lead them to respectability
this year and the years to follow.
Last year's team achieved a 4-6
record which was the best record
achieved over the past five years at
Trin. However, this year's team has
been decimated with losses of front
line people from last year. Co-
capts. Kent Reilly and Mike Hinton
will lead the Swim Squad in '79.
Reilly is the best free-style
swimmer on the team, with the
500,200, and 100 his specialties.
Hinton is Trin's top sprinter(50-
100) but. will be called upon to swim
the 200 Individual Medley in which
he owns the school record.
Although the squad is thin, they
demonstrated their zeal two weeks
ago in destroying Conard H.S. in a
practice, meet by taking every first
place. The fact that two quality
swimmers will join the team next
semester casts a shining glow upon
this year's season. Depth will be a
very big factor throughout the
season as the Ducks have one
quality swimmer in each event. W
the distance free-style events (500,
1000), Rob Calgi anchors the
distance events along with Ricn
Katzman. Mikie Elgunise will
dominate the Backstroke and help
out in the I.M. Veteran Frit?
Eberle and newcomer Chip
McKeehan will pilot the Butterfly
(100-200) events for the Ducks. Joe
Lenny Adam should get into inner
space this season and rule the 5U
free as well as the freestyle legs m
cont. on page 1
